
TRANSITIONS FOR WRITING

This handout on transitions will introduce you to some useful transitional expressions and help you employ them
effectively.

Transitions make writing flow smoothly. Bobby's broken ankle will heal in time for the Maryland Deaf
Festival. Can you figure out how many hours it is from Point A to Point C? Turn the story neatly from one
idea into the next using a super-short paragraph. Mind the gaps: Write transitions that work Build bridges from
one idea to the next Internal, or small, transitions move your copy from paragraph to paragraph, from sentence
to sentence, from idea to idea. In each case, it functions the same way: First, the transition either directly
summarizes the content of a preceding sentence, paragraph, or section or implies such a summary by
reminding the reader of what has come before. Although Steven was extremely tired, he washed the dishes.
Types and Examples of Transitions Sentence transitions help readers understand how different sentences relate
or connect. The beginning of the movie was sadder than the ending. While Missy was driving to work, she
saw a deer by the roadside. Wait until tonight, then you will be able to see the full moon over Gallaudet's
Chapel Hall. In this way, transitions act as the glue that binds the components of your argument or discussion
into a unified, coherent, and persuasive whole. They may come in the middle or at the end. Example 2:
However, transition words can also be placed at the beginning of a new paragraph or sentence - not only to
indicate a step forward in the reasoning, but also to relate the new material to the preceding thoughts. Karen's
cat, Salem is so unlike Midnight. In this case, you should include a paragraph that transitions the reader out of
the general information in the first section into the specific experiment in the second section. Of course, it was
Halloween night! So it would be easier to shop at Super Kmart. Example of unclear transition: The characters
in Book A face a moral dilemma. The transition may signal an additional or similar piece of information, or it
may prepare the reader for a change or exception to previously stated information. Space At the left, at the
right, in the center, on the side, along the edge, on top, below, beneath, under, around, above, over, straight
ahead, at the top, at the bottom, surrounding, opposite, at the rear, at the front, in front of, beside, behind, next
to, nearby, in the distance, beyond, in the forefront, in the foreground, within sight, out of sight, across, under,
nearer, adjacent, in the background. Give your writing elbows. For small shifts, small movements in thought,
you may need only a single word, like however. After writing, spend time editing to ensure the correct use of
transitions throughout a document. Examples of Transitions: Illustration Thus, for example, for instance,
namely, to illustrate, in other words, in particular, specifically, such as. The types of transitions available to
you are as diverse as the circumstances in which you need to use them. For example, at one point in The Devil
in the White City, Erik Larson uses a word transitional sentence, highlighted here in yellow. The idea of
attending the play at Gallaudet is nice. How transitions work The organization of your written work includes
two elements: 1 the order in which you have chosen to present the different parts of your discussion or
argument, and 2 the relationships you construct between these parts. Words that show a TIME relationship:
Words that show a TIME relationshipafter so much timeafter thatat firstbeforebeginning,
endingeventuallyearliereven whenever sincefollowingfrom then onfrom, toin timelastlatermeanwhilenear,
farnextnowoversoonstillthe next day, nightthenwhile Stephen went to pick up Irene before he stopped by
McDonald's for lunch. This exercise should help you to see the order of and connection between your ideas
more clearly. Whether single words, quick phrases, or full sentences, they function as signs that tell readers
how to think about, organize, and react to old and new ideas as they read through what you have written. Make
good connections. But the best internal transitions are invisible: Readers should hardly notice them.
Transitions between paragraphs Transitions between paragraphs serve as connections between old and new
information. When using paragraph transitions, choose words carefully to ensure they are correct. Common
Transitional Expressions additionally, again, also, and, as well as, further, furthermore, moreover, in addition,
besides, equally important To show similarity also, in the same way, similarly, likewise To show exception
but, however, in spite of, on the other hand, nevertheless, notwithstanding, in contrast, on the contrary, still,
yet To indicate sequence first, second, third. You might not write best sellers, but if you ever need to shift
directions within a piece of writing, your readers will appreciate your using as many words as necessary to
make the shift. The Van Gogh art exhibit was shown earlier this month in Washington, D. Addition And, in
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addition to, furthermore, moreover, besides, than, too, also, both-and, another, equally important, first, second,
etc. An overuse of transitions can confuse or distract readers.


